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[n today's con'ıpetitive business cnvironment, strategic decisions sucJ,ı as supplier se]ection afl€ ct
the Success of the company as a whole. Supplier selection is a multiple criteria decision-makİlg
problem in which the objectives are not equally impoıtant Il]. Therefore, choosing the right suppliers
involves much more than scanning a series of price list, and choices will depend on a wide range :f
factors which involve both quantitative and qualitative |2l.

Hospital information systems were first developed in the 1960s. They have been an essential part
in hospital information management and adminiStlation since then. By nature, HIS are highly complelx
Systems consisting of various administrative and medical subsystems. This makes it harder to desig,n
and integratc a fully operational HIS for vendors, aııd eveı] harder for the hospitalS to choose the'best'
H]S. Costs are high, arıd so ale the expectations ofusers - but often disappointment is predictable [3].

ln this study, deternining the best supplier among the available hospital information systeın
suppliers is chosen as research object. The criteria aıd supplier selections are made using Fuzzy AHI'.
The study is based on Reference [4] in which the nine supplier selection criteria were chosen based
upon discussion with practitioncrs, the authols' own experiences and review of the literatufe.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the criteria used for supplier
evaluation and the method. The iııplementation of fıezy AHP for HIS supplier selection is explaine,J
in Section 3. Concluding ıen]arks are given in the last section.

SUPPLIER EVALUATION CR]TERION AND THE METHOD

With the leview of the litcratule, one can clearly see that thele are hundreds of criteıia used fo.-
supplier evaluation and selection i2]i5]t6]t7]t8]. As stated previously, this study utilizes Ref.[4] for
the deteımination of the criteria. The nine criteria which are categorized in three main critelia sets af(|
presented in Table l [4].

Designing the study and the questionnaire; the above mentioned criteria were used in the
following meanings:

'PıoduçVservice attributes' criterion set inc]udes variables tl,üat reflect the potential ofa ploduct or
service to contribute to the improved perfom,ıance of the buying organization and to facilitate day-to-
day operations [4]. 'Flexibility' indicates ploduction flexibility and responsiveness to customers. 'Ease
of use' ıneans that, softwale must be easy to use for the staff. 'Integration with existing applications'
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SUPPLIER SELECTIOI{ USING RUZZY ANALYTIC HIERARCHY
PROCESS: HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS APPLICATION

Hakan Büke,],Serpil Erol2, Serhaı Burmaoğlu3

Abslracl Hospilals, as highly illformatiorı intensiye orgllıizqtioıls, spend considerable amouııts oıı
informatioıı s)lstems techülalogies and iıllegrqlion. The speciJicatioııs aııd the quality of the
illfomlaıion Syslem qffect the adminislraİive success of the hospiİal, ıhe quality of healıhc,zre
inforünatian processiülg, qnd evenıuqlly the quality of ıhe healıhcare given. Hence, supplier select,|on
for Hospilal lııformaliorı Systems (HIS) is of great importance for the hospital and lhe oyerall
lıealthcare sysleın- Regardiııg ihe parlicular si/uatioıı of HIS, Fıızzy Ancılytic Hierarchy Proc,zss
(AHP) is cı widely used method for supplier selecıioıı. This study is üıleııded lo make an application oıı
HIS supplier seIection usiılgfuızy AHP.

Kelwords 
-Hospital 

iğormalioü1 syslem, supplier selection, fuzzy, AHP.

INTRODUCTION



Supplier Selection Criteria Abbreviation
i. product / service attributes

Flexibility
Ease ofuse
Integıation \Yith existing applications
lnıegratjon with eKisting daıabase

management system
Efficiency
Ease of installation

2. Vendor attributes
Vendor support
Vendor viability/reliability

3. Economic attributes
Cost

(EFF)
(EoD
(vA)
(VS)
(\.V,&.)
(EA)
(coST)

FUZZY AHP METHODOLOGY

To deal with vagueness of human thought, Zadeh [9] first introduced the fuzzy set theory, which
was oliented to the rationality of uncertainty due to imprecision or vagueness. A major contribution of
fuzzy set theory is its capability of representing Vague data. The theory also allows mathematical
operatols aıd progIamming to apply to the fıızzy domain. A fuzzy set is a class of objects with a

continuum of grades of membership. Such a set is characterized by a membership (characteristic)

function, which assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging between Zero and one. A tilde
"-" will be placed above a symbol if the symbol represents a fıızzy sel.

Therefore, V ,V ,i *" a|| fıızzy sets. The membership functions for these fuzzy sets will be

denoted b1 l'\' P ) und ! |' n) respectivety. A triangular fuzzy number (TFN), M, is shown in

lL IL
Fig. l. A TFN is denoted simpiy as (m, , n.) or (m ], m2, n 3). The parameters 1, ııı2 ar:,d, m j
respectively denote the smallest possible value, the most promising value, and the largest possible

value that describe a fuzzy event Il0].

1.0

]I1lr.

M
00

FIGURE 1

A triangular fuzzy number
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shows the compatibility of the sofrware with the hospital'S software/System rvhereas 'Integration with

existing database management System' means compatibility with the prevalent database management

system. 'Efficiency' is the operabiiity of the so|tware/system within a reasonab]e range of ıesource

commitment [4]. 'Ease of installation' means the quick installation of the software/syStem without any

troubles.
,Vendor attributes' criterion Set measures the decision maker's peıception of the vendor and

vendor chaıacteristics as opposed to the specific product or service [4]. 'Vendor support' and 'Vendor
viability/reliability' Show that a trustworthy and credible vendor ofchoice will 'be there' in need.

'Economic attributes' consist of price attributes. 'Cost' means the total coSt of owneıship, looking
beyond ttıe price of a purchase to include other purchase related costs (such as product cost, quality

cost, service cost, etc.) [8].
TABLE 1

cliteria sets

(P/SA)
(FLEX)
(EoU)
(Ii[D'A)
(lwEDMs)



The aıalytic hierarchy process (AHP) is one of the extensively used multi-criteria decis.on-
making ınethods. one of the main advantageS of this method is the relative ease with which it Iıanılles
multiple criteria. In addition to this, AIIP is easier to understand and it can effectively handle t,oth
qualitative and quantitative data. The use of AHP does not involve cumbersome mathematics. AHP
involves the principles of decomposition, pair-wise comparisons, and priority vector genelation d
synthesjs. Though the puı,pose of AHP is to captule the expert's knorvledge, the conventiona] AHP
still canıot ıeflect the human thinking style. Therefore, fıızzy AHP, a fuzzy extension of AHP, ıvas
developed to solve the hierarchical fuzzy pıoblems. ]n the fuzzy-AHP procedure, the pair-u,ise
con'ıparisons in the judgııent ıııatrix aıe fuzzy nuı,ı-ıbers that aı,e modified by the designer's emphasis
t10].

In the following, fiIst the outlines of the extent analysis method on fuzzy AHP are given and tlıen
the method is applied to website evaluation problem. Let

x: {x1, x1 ..,,x,} (1)
be an object set, and

U = {u1, u2,...-,un} Q)
be a goal set.

According to the metlıod of Chang's extent analysis Il1,12], each object is taken and ext()nt
analysis for each goal is perfornıed respectively. Therefore, m extent analysis values for each objt:ct
can be obtained. wiıh ıhe following signs:

M' v' M' .^- , i= l),...,.4 (3)
üJJ

where a]] ıhe '"' ,, ( j 1,2,...,m) arc tliangulaı fuzzy numbers. The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with
respect to i1' object is defined as:

, l,, . l]
S =».M'"s)22,vlll , L,,., ] (+)
The degree of possibility of M1> M2 is defined as:

V(_1,I,>,V,\=SUP
"' [min1l1,11, ("), ts u,(y))] (5)

When a pair (x,y) exists Such that İ a ], aı-ıd F M, (*): P u, (y), then we have V(M1> ğ)=1. Sintle
M1 and M2 are convex fuzzy numbers we have that:

V(MaM):l ifmt7mz (6)
V (Mı Z Mz) = hgl (Ml n M'

=PM,@) (7)

where d is the ordinate of the highest intersection point D between ts M, *d p M2 . when 17, ,=

(l1,ml,u1) and Mr: (l2,m2,u), the oldinate of D is given by equation (8):

V (Mr> Ml) = hgt (7,11 l M)
l, ,l1l

(m,-u) ht,-u) (8)
To compare M1 and M2, we need both the values of I/ (Ml a Mr) and V (M, } Ml). The degret:

possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be greater than k convex fuzzy numbeıs M, (i= |,2,...,k) caıı
be defined by:
V(MZM],M,,.... ,Mk)= V (MaM'
aııd V (MZ M) anc]...aııd V (M >_ M| (9)
=min V (M> M), i:1,2,....,k
Assume that:
d'(A,) = min r(S, } Sl (10)
For k=1,2,...,n;,tl i, Then ıhe weight vector is given by:

IIl : (d' (A]), d' (l)...., d' (A))T (11)
where A, (i=1,2,...,/?) aıe n elements. Via normalization, the norııalized weight vectors ale:

,I, = (d (A), d (A,),,..., d (A»r (r 2)
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whele 
'rl 

is a non-fuzzy number.

APPLICATION ON HIS SUPPLIER SELECTION

ln this sfudy, three H]S suppliers as alternatives were designated and evaluated:

ı Altemative A,
. Altemative B,
. Alternative C.

TABLE 2

Linguistic Term and Fuzzy Number

Linguistic term
Very Good Good Moderately Fair Fair

VG (G)
Equal

(E)

Fuzzy number (7l2,4,9l2) (5/2,3,712) (3l2,2,5l2) (2l3,1,3l2) (1,1,1)

E

E

TABLE 3. Evaluation of Main Criteria TABLE 4. Evaluation of Product/Service Attributes

Sets
FLEX EOU IWEA IWEDMS EFF EOI

P/SA

EA

P/SA VA
E

E
F

FLEX
EoU

IwEA
IWEDMS

EFF
Eol

E

G
MF

MF
E

MF
MF
MF
MF

EA
MF
G
E

G
E

E

MF
E

E

E
E
G

MF

TABLE 5. Evaluation ofVendor Attfibutes
VS w,R

vV/R E

Main criteria sets were evaluated by experts as shown in Table 3. As the lesult of calculations

according to Table 3, main criteria weights were designated as (0 .66879,0.29777;0.03344).

Product / Service Attributes sub-criteria evaluations aİe presented in Table 4. As the result of
calculations according to Table 4, sub_criteria weights were designated as (0.1 1264; 0.0925l; 0.1 l053;
0.1 1053; 0.3 8927; 0.18452).

Vendor Attributes sub-criteria evaluations are presented in Table 5. As the result of calculations

accoıding to Table 5, sub-criteria weights were designated as (0.5; 0.5).

Economic Attributes has only one sub-criterion which is cost, so the weight of cost is
designated as
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Three experts were asked to evaluate the alternatives using the linguistic terms shown in Table 2.

G
MF



CIitefia set 1 weight weight criteria set 3
product / service
Attributes 0.668788957 Vendor Attrib!ııes 0.29,7771595

Economic
Attributes

FlexibiIitv 0.| |26362 Vendor Suppoı1 0,5 Cost

Ease ofuse vcndoİ viabiliüy /
reliability 0.5

Integ. wiü ex, app 0.1l053,1l2
Integ. $ith ex.
DMs 0,110534ı2

Elficiency
Ease ofinstallation 0.18451549

Summ
(l).TABLE 6

of Main criteria set and sub-criteria wej
Weight

0,033439448

Evaluations of Altelnatives by the expefis accolding to sub-criteria are presented in Tables ? to
15.

TABLE 7. Evaluation of Altematives
accorJ ing ıo FlexibiIity sub-criıeria.

B

TABLE 8. Evaluation of Altemati.ıes
according ıo Ease oI Use sub-crileria.

C

B
C

E
G

E

E

VG

E

B

E

MF
VG
E

C
F
G
E

MF

E,

B

E

TABLE 9. Evaluation of Alternatives
accofding to Integİation with Existing
Applications sub-criteria.

TABLE l0. Evaluation of Alternatives
according to ]ntegration with Existing
DatabaSe Management SyStems sub-cıiteria.

B

B
C

C
E

E

B
MF
E

MF

C

B
C

B
C

B
C

E
B
C

MF
E

MF

E

E

TABLE 11. Evaluation of Altematives
according 1o Effi ciency sub-criıeria,

TABLE
accoIding
criteİia.

12. Evaluation of Alternatives
to Ease of Instal]ation Sub-

C

E

B
E
E
G

E
B
C

C
E
G

MF
VG
E

TABLE 13. Evaluation of Altelnatives
according to Vendor Suppofi sub-criteria.

C
MF
VG
E

TABLE 15. Evaluation of Altelnatives
according to Cost sub-criteıia.

B

TABLE 14.

according to
Sub-criteria.

n/F

Evaluation of AlternatiV()S
Vendor Viability/Reliabiliıy

BB

E

C
E

MF
E
FB

C
E

F
VG
E

C
F
E

VG
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criteria set 2

1

0.09250688

0,389273l9

E
B
C



Comparison of altematives according to Flexibility sub-criteria is presented in Table 7. As the

result of calculations in accordance with Table 7, weights of alternatives are designated as (0; l; 0).

Comparison of altematives according to Ease of Use sub-criteria is presented in Table 8. AS the fesult

of calculations in accordaıce with Table 8, weights of altematives aıe designated as (0; 1; 0).

Comparison of alternatives accoıding to Integration with Existing Applications sub_criteria is

preseıted in Table 9. As the result of calculations in accordance with Table 9, weights of altematives

ie designated as (0.5; 0; 0.5). Comparison of altematives according to Integration with_ Existing

Database Management Systems sub-criteria is presented in Table 10. As the result of calculations jn

accordance with Tabıe 10, weights of altematives are designated as (0.5; 0; 0.5). Comparison of
altematives according to Efficiency sub-criteria is presented in Table 1 l. As the result of calculations

in accordance with Table 11, weights of altematives are designated as (0; 1; 0). Comparison of
altematives according to Ease of Installation sub-criteria is presented in Tabie 12. As the result of
calculations in accoİdance with Table 12, weights of alternatives are designated as (0; 0; 1).

Comparison of alternatives according to Vendor Support sub-criteria is presented in Table 13. As the

resuli of calculations in accordance with Table 13, weights of altematives are designated as (0; 1;0).

Comparison of altematives according to Vendol Viability,R.eliability sub-criteria is presented in Table

14. As the result ofcalculations in accordance with Table l4, weights of alternatives are designated as

(0.13 883; 0.86l l7; 0). Comparison of altematives according to Cost sub-criteria is presented in Table

İs. as the result of calculations in accordance with Table 15, weights of alternatives are designated as

(0; 0; 1).

overall comparisons of the alternatives, in accordance with the calculated weights are shown in

Table 16. The ranking of Altematives is calOulated aS Altemative B, Altemative C and Alternative A.
TABLE 16

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of rapid improvements in computer and software technology, information systems (IS)

become an essential part of our daily life. Hospitals, as marıy other enterprises, use IS and for

managerial and healthİare purposes. For both pufposes, selection ofthe best HIS is a critical decision

for the hospital administration. A scientific approach - for sure - will help this decision more accurate,

rather than deciding on a price list or asking colleagues ,*hich one to use. In this study, thlee main

criteria sets and nine sub-iriteria are used for a fuzry AHP application on HIS. Among the criteria,

Efficiency, Vendor Support, Vendor Viability / Reliability and Ease of Installation were found to be

relatively important. Altemative B, getting the highest grade has pfoven to be the ,best choice, among

others in this application. Further study can be done in this area using more and differenl criteria; and

other linear weighting or mathematical programming models.

calculated wei ts of Altematives

@International Logistics and Supply Chain Congress 20l0
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Alternrtive BAlternıtiv€ AWeight

00.0753298450FLEx 0.075329845

00.061867580EoU 0.06186758

0.0369620,036962IwEA 0.073924

0.03696200.0369620.0,73924IwEDMs
0.26034],609 000,260341609

0 0.12340192300.12340l923EoI
00.14 8 8857980vS 0.148 8 85798

00.128216l450.0206696 53\ry/R 0.148885798

000,033439448CosT
0.230,16537|0.094593653l
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Alternative c

0

EFF

0.033439448

0.614640916ToTAL
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